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Air conditioning controller with free cooling take 

place by using the window or split air-conditioners 

in a normal case. It saves considerable amount of 

energy and operational cost, if the free cooling is 

done by utilizing the enthalpy available on the 

atmosphere. There are many places on the earth, as 

well many hours of the day/months where this free 

energy of the ambient could be utilized. 

The model A5-G323-01 is a free cooling system of 

controller that could utilize normal, free and a 

combination of both. This means the controller 

would either select free energy available from the 

ambient, if suitable, or by use the conventional air 

conditioner or both. Fig.1 gives an overall idea.  

This field-proven controller with its main features 

like Normal / Free / Emergency cool modes 

exhibits an excellent and efficient operation. This 

controller, meant for un- manned cellular sites, 

communications huts and similar applications saves 

considerable energy and operational cost. 

Basic operation 

As mentioned earlier, this controller has three 

modes of operation – Normal, free cooling and 

emergency cooling. 

Normal mode: -The system removes the heat from 

the site by placing the conventional air 

conditioners. It cycles the air conditioners, 

generates the alarms, switches on the healthy air 

conditioner (in case the duty air conditioner is 

faulty) etc.  

Free cool mode: - The controller cross checks the 

cooling energy requirement of the site with the 

available enthalpy at the ambient air out side. It 

then puts the controller into free cool mode 

automatically, instead of using conventional air 

conditioner. It switches ON the motorized dampers 

and both the inlet and outlet fans. Moisture filters 

of proper, ambient and room sensors aid it in the 

effective operation. 

Emergency mode: - This mode would be helpful 

keep the room temperature at least around the 

ambient level, in cases of power interruption, air 

conditioner failure etc. 

 

 
     Fig.1.Cellular shelter fitted with free cooling system 

 

Batteries meant for Communication equipment 

provide power for the fans, during this time. The 

controller puts the system into any of this mode or a 

combination of these for heat removal from these 

sites. 

The controller is provided with proper displays to 

indicate room & ambient temperature, interlock 

status etc. User friendly keyboards, power down 

memory, potential free alarm said in accessing these 

from remote locations. 

 All these operations help in diagnosing & 

eliminating faulty operation, help in saving energy, 

operate with optimal cost, while maintaining the 

communication site temperature. 

 

Applications 
 Unmanned cellular shelters 

 Cooling cabins 

 ATM centers 

 Server rooms 
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Product Highlights 

 Considerable saving of operational cost of 

Cellular sites with reliable and field 

proven system.  

 Suitable air filters to avoid entry of 

moisture through inlet and outlet. 

 Error interlocks such as DC fan, 

airconditioner, DC fan under / over current, 

door open, criticality of inverter etc. 

 Display of room/ambient temperature, error 

& status of cooling, DC fan fail. etc. 

 

 Faulty alarms through potential free 

contacts.  

 Automatic selection of Normal / Free / 

Emergency cooling modes 

 Independent Control outputs for air cons, 

Dampers, DC fan operation etc. 

 Power down memory for set values, 

cycling of air conditioners, running time 

equalization etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.2 Details of deco panel of the system

 

Electrical specification

 
 
 
 

 

The specifications, designs and information in this brochure are subject to change without notice 

 

DC Power input ( Volts) Power 
consumption 

Output relay rating 

Min Typ. Max Aircon DC Fan Inverter Alarms 
40 48 56 6.5W max. 20A, 

250VAC 
10A, 

48VDC 
5A, 

250VAC 
5A, 

250VAC 
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Figure – 2 An overview of system layout 
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